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Abstract
An evolutionary future is a future where, due to competition between actors, the world
develops in a direction that almost no one would have chosen. This paper explores the
possibility of an evolutionary future. Some of the most important changes in history, such as
the rise of agriculture, were not chosen by anyone. They happened because of competitive
pressures. I introduce a three stage model of the conditions that could prevent an evolutionary
future. A world government, strong multilateral coordination, and strong defensive advantage
each, in principle, could stop competitive pressures. It is di�cult to see how an evolutionary
future could be prevented in the absence of any of these three conditions; this suggests that one
would need to be very con�dent that one or more of them will exist to be very con�dent that
humanity will choose its future.
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Introduction1

Discussion of the future often focuses on the values that will guide society’s development. Consider, for
example, both the tradition of utopian science �ction (for instance, Iain Banks’s Culture novels) and of
dystopian science �ction (for instance, Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World). Insofar as alternative possibilities
are considered at all, many writers seem to contrast the possibility of humanity choosing its future with the
possibility of human extinction (or, especially recently, the possibility of takeover by out of control AI
systems).2 But, though human extinction has yet to happen, some of the most important events in human
history seem to have been heavily constrained by competitive pressures. It is therefore worth considering
whether it is possible that humanity will fail to choose its future not because it goes extinct, but because the
future is determined by competitive pressures. I call this the possibility of an evolutionary future.

In this paper, I brie�y discuss the concept of an evolutionary future in the abstract, and then proceed to
explore the circumstances under which an evolutionary future might occur or be avoided. An evolutionary
future might be prevented in any of the following situations:

(1) A world government might ban militarily or economically advantageous practices, thereby enabling
choice (by leaders) to determine the future rather than competitive pressures.

(2) Strong multilateral coordination might allow a group of actors (e.g. states) to work together to prevent
competitively advantageous but undesired actions from being taken.

(3) Strong defensive advantage might allow local authorities to ignore competitive pressures and make
choices without regard for them.3

3 Lukas Finnveden points out that these challenges will arise repeatedly, every time a civilization from one planet encounters
a civilization from another. I ignore this issue in the following in order to control scope, not because it is unimportant.

2 For example, though he does brie�y discuss the related subject of “undesired dystopias”, Ord (2020) mainly focuses on
extinction risks. Some of the relatively few works that do extensively consider evolutionary futures include Alexander
(2014), Bostrom (2004, 2014), Critch & Krueger (2020), Dafoe (2020), and, in particular, Hanson (1998, 2016, 2021a).

1Thanks to Ben Gar�nkel for supervising this research, andMichael Aird, Emma Bluemke, Allan Dafoe, Lukas Finnveden,
TomDavidson, Eric Drexler, Finn Hambly, Robin Hanson, Lennart Heim, Julian Hazell, Mckay Jensen, Anne Le Roux,
Peter Mclaughlin, Richard Ngo, and seminar participants at Rethink Priorities and the Global Priorities Institute at Oxford
University for comments and discussion.

https://www.google.co.uk/books/edition/The_Precipice/W7rEDwAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=0
https://www.google.co.uk/books/edition/The_Precipice/W7rEDwAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=0
https://nickbostrom.com/fut/evolution.pdf
https://www.google.co.uk/books/edition/Superintelligence/7_H8AwAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=0
https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.04948
https://www.allandafoe.com/opportunity
https://mason.gmu.edu/~rhanson/filluniv.pdf
https://www.google.co.uk/books/edition/The_Age_of_Em/zIkSDAAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=0
https://www.overcomingbias.com/p/on-evolved-valueshtml
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It may be a bit clearer to consider these three preconditions of an evolutionary future in the form of a �owchart:

After discussing each of the stages of this chart, I will consider the implications of that analysis for the
probability that humanity will choose its future. If one takes the view that an evolutionary future would be
inevitable absent any of these conditions, then the probability that humanity will fail to choose its future cannot
be lower than the probability that none of these conditions will obtain.4 Therefore, if one has subjective
probability estimates for each of the conditions (conditional on the previous conditions), one can multiply them
through to get a lower bound on the probability of an evolutionary future. My goal is not to advocate for a
particular probability estimate–rather it is to show that it seems that one needs a speci�c set of highly con�dent
beliefs about the future’s trajectory to be able to dismiss the possibility of an evolutionary future.

In the �nal section, I brie�y discuss the normative implications of the possibility that humanity may
not choose its future. Many recent discussions of the future involve the concept of existential risk: “where an
adverse outcome would either annihilate Earth-originating intelligent life or permanently and drastically curtail
its potential.”5 I consider whether an evolutionary future would amount to “value erosion,” humanity’s
potential being permanently and drastically curtailed by competitive pressures. This depends on how good or
bad an unchosen future would be, a question which I leave for future work. I merely argue that it is plausible
that value erosion may be an existential risk–but also that reducing that risk may be intractable or pose serious
risks of its own.

5 Bostrom (2003).

4That is, a necessary but not su�cient condition for avoiding an evolutionary future is that one or more of the items in the
chart must exist. This is an example of J. L. Mackie’s INUS condition: “[each step is an] insufficient but necessary part of a
condition [i.e. three “no” answers in the �ow chart] which is itself unnecessary but sufficient for the result [i.e. an
evolutionary future],” Mackie (1965), p. 245.

https://nickbostrom.com/astronomical/waste
https://www.jstor.org/stable/20009173
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Conceptual clari�cation and examples

What is an evolutionary future?
An evolutionary future is a future where, due to competition between actors, the world develops in a direction
that almost no one would have chosen.6 It need not be a future that is unworthy of being chosen; it is not
de�ned in normative terms. What is important is that the world is persistently and signi�cantly di�erent from
how it would be if the dominant actors prior to the competitive process had been able to deliberately choose the
course of the world’s development.7

It might be objected that this de�nition is far too broad. Many, perhaps even all, extinction risks involve
a collective action problem. A collective action problem prevents nuclear disarmament; therefore, extinction
risks from nuclear weapons are in part a result of a collective action problem. Similar arguments could be made
about the importance of collective action problems for risks from pandemics and climate change. Even a failure
to mitigate naturally arising risks (from, e.g., supervolcanoes or asteroids) might be attributed to the fact that
security against such risks is a global public good.8 However, continued uncontrolled competition arguably
remains reasonably probable conditional on no near-term extinction. That residual probability is the probability
of an evolutionary future, as the term is used in this paper.

The mere fact that a future scenario involves competition does not necessarily make it an evolutionary
future, in the sense used here. Competition of various kinds might be employed deliberately in non-evolutionary
futures. In overall non-evolutionary futures businesses may compete to attract customers and politicians may
compete for votes. The key di�erence is whether competition in some domain was instituted deliberately by
some actor, for some purpose, or whether it emerged from uncoordinated actions serving no coherent purpose.

An evolutionary future might involve changes in what actors prefer, changes in the type of actors that
are dominant, or large externalities. It is possible to get more of a sense of what is meant by going through a few
examples, both historical and hypothetical.

A historical example: the rise of agriculture
Competition between political communities seems to have driven humanity’s transition from hunting and
gathering to farming.9 Agriculture, once invented, allowed people to extract more food from a given amount of
land than hunting and gathering. Farming societies therefore could support larger populations than

9This is at least a plausible interpretation of results such as Sokal et al. (1991); for a popular exposition of this point of view
on the rise of agriculture, see Diamond (1999).

8Olson (1965); Posner (2004); Ord (2020).

7Choosing the future requires a great deal of knowledge about the long-run consequences of various courses of action.
Therefore, for humanity to choose its future, it will need to not only become far better coordinated than it is now, but will
need to gain a great deal of knowledge. The focus of this paper is coordination (top-down or multipolar) and the possibility
of avoiding the need for coordination (through a strong defensive advantage). Whether the relevant level of knowledge is
possible or likely is very much open to doubt. I leave this matter open, but for the beginning of a skeptical case, see
Friedman (2019).

6One way that the future might not re�ect what any one actor would have chosen is if the future’s trajectory is a
compromise between various visions that leaves no one completely satis�ed. Such cases are not what I mean by an
evolutionary future; any trajectory that would be in the “bargaining range” of the dominant actors prior to that trajectory’s
beginning is meant to be considered a chosen future.

https://www.nature.com/articles/351143a0
https://www.discovermagazine.com/planet-earth/the-worst-mistake-in-the-history-of-the-human-race
https://www.google.co.uk/books/edition/THE_LOGIC_OF_COLLECTIVE_ACTION/jv8wTarzmsQC?hl=en&gbpv=0
https://www.google.co.uk/books/edition/Catastrophe/udflRRm9C5kC?hl=en&gbpv=0
https://www.google.co.uk/books/edition/The_Precipice/W7rEDwAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=0
https://global.oup.com/academic/product/power-without-knowledge-9780190877170?cc=gb&lang=en&
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hunter-gatherer bands. Thus farmers tended to win when growing populations led them to �ght with hunter
gatherers over land. Gradually, hunter-gatherers were forced to migrate, die, or adopt agriculture themselves.
Thousands of years of territorial competition resulted in nearly all of the world’s population living as farmers.

Stone age technology simply did not allow for humanity to consciously choose between agriculture and
foraging; global coordination was not possible then. Had it somehow been possible to choose, the destruction of
the hunter-gatherer way of life was probably not what most people would have chosen. While farming societies
were more e�ective at capturing and holding territory, early farmers were more malnourished and more
diseased.10 Jared Diamond famously described the transition to agriculture as “the worst mistake in the history
of the human race.”11 It was not really amistake, though, since no one chose this path for humanity.

Hypothetical evolutionary future scenarios
Evolutionary future scenarios are not hard to imagine (though they are admittedly highly speculative). As I see it,
there are two broad categories of mechanisms that might bring about an evolutionary future. First, competitive
pressures might create a stable equilibrium that will last inde�nitely. Agricultural civilizations which supplanted
hunter-gatherers were themselves transformed in many ways by the industrial revolution. If long-term
technological stagnation eventually sets in, there may cease to be future technological revolutions to transform
what is advantageous. Therefore a set of practices may remain advantageous (and dominant) inde�nitely.

Second, competition may directly change what actors value. Then, even if there is a later chance to stop
competition and choose the future (from that point on), the future that gets chosen will already have been
changed by competitive pressures. I will discuss two speci�c, hypothetical evolutionary future scenarios.

Digital minds may eventually become both the world’s main inhabitants and its main decision-makers.
Such entities might be able to easily copy themselves and to be modi�ed to better suit their tasks. In an
environment of uncontrolled competition these features would allow digital minds to evolve rapidly. Most
obviously, they might evolve to become better at their jobs.12 This might mean a greater ability to focus, greater
commitment to work, more joy in their work, or more fear of underperforming. Just as cetaceans no longer have
feet, future digital minds might lose vestigial structures that no longer serve adaptive purposes.13 This
evolutionary process could gradually change the goals or characteristics of these digital minds, which could
eventually shift the world in directions that almost no one prior to that evolutionary process would have
chosen.14 In one particularly extreme hypothetical case (due to Nick Bostrom), digital minds might lose the
ability to have conscious experiences if phenomenal consciousness is unhelpful in economic competition.15

Malthusian space colonization is another hypothetical evolutionary future scenario worth considering.
Barring human extinction, civilization will probably eventually expand through space. The inhabitants of an
uncoordinated civilization spreading through space might gradually adapt to maximally e�cient space
colonization. Agents that wish to use the resources of space for any purpose other than facilitating duplication of
themselves might gradually lose out to agents that exclusively use their resources to reproduce themselves and
claim more space.16 The universe may eventually be dominated by agents whose primary goal is reproducing

16Hanson (1998).

15 Bostrom (2014).

14 See Shulman (2010), and, arguably, “Part II” of Christiano (2019).

13 Bostrom (2014), chap. 11.

12Hanson(2016); Bostrom (2004); Shulman & Bostrom (2021).

11Diamond (1999).

10 Lambert (2009); Larsen (1995).

https://mason.gmu.edu/~rhanson/filluniv.pdf
http://google.co.uk/books/edition/Superintelligence/7_H8AwAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=0
https://intelligence.org/files/WBE-Superorgs.pdf
https://www.alignmentforum.org/posts/HBxe6wdjxK239zajf/what-failure-looks-like
http://google.co.uk/books/edition/Superintelligence/7_H8AwAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=0
https://www.google.co.uk/books/edition/The_Age_of_Em/zIkSDAAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=0
https://nickbostrom.com/fut/evolution.pdf
https://academic.oup.com/book/41245/chapter-abstract/350760172?redirectedFrom=fulltext
https://www.discovermagazine.com/planet-earth/the-worst-mistake-in-the-history-of-the-human-race
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/abs/10.1086/605354?journalCode=ca
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/abs/10.1146/annurev.an.24.100195.001153
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themselves as much as possible. Just as in the case of digital minds, vestigial structures and vestigial goals might
eventually disappear.17

Modern experience may lead us to underrate the long-run signi�cance of
competition
History a�ords examples of deliberate choice shaping the course of events, at least on the scale of centuries.
Many seemingly competitively disadvantageous practices are very widespread.18 For example, many countries
restrict civilian nuclear energy more heavily than fossil fuels, despite nuclear power generally being safer. It seems
that countries could become more economically competitive if they relaxed their restrictions on nuclear energy,
which would allow them to increase energy consumption without having to pay the costs from pollution created
by burning fossil fuels (lost work hours to medical problems, healthcare costs, etc). Though the nuclear power
example may be controversial, most readers will probably be able to think of modern practices that are
widespread but (in their view) competitively disadvantageous. Additionally, there is clear evidence of contingent
decisions shaping subsequent history. The enduring nature of certain political constitutions and many of the
features of world religions come to mind. Such things do not necessarily seem to be what is most competitively
advantageous, yet they are lasting.19

However, there are a few arguments that suggest that, despite the prominence of unconstrained choice
and blind imitation in the present, the modern weakening of competitive pressures may not last. First, per capita
wealth is currently far above subsistence–and growing. However, if there is any limit to the amount of wealth
that can be extracted from a �xed level of resources, per capita income growth must eventually cease. And
population growth might then reduce per capita income to a subsistence level. The modern era may prove to be
a brief non-malthusian interlude between the malthusian period before the industrial revolution and the
malthusian period after fundamental limits to growth are reached.20 If this argument is correct, future people
who are struggling to survive might have less opportunity to use their surplus to directly pursue value the way
that many modern people can.

Second, in recent history changes between levels of technology have been very rapid. Consider the
saying that “generals always �ght the last war.” For this to make sense as a critique of generalship, it has to be the
case that the next war and the last war are very di�erent from each other. The rapidity of technological change
prevents selective sweeps for institutions and practices that are advantageous at one level of technology but that
are not advantageous at other levels. If technological change eventually slows down or stops, there may again be
time for selective pressures to act on institutions at a given level of technology. So it would be wrong to conclude
that an evolutionary future is unlikely from the (apparent) fact that the modern world is more characterized by
choice and mimicry than selection and di�erential proliferation.21 True though that may be, there is reason to
believe that the future may be di�erent.

21Dafoe (2015).

20Hanson (2009).

19Cf. John Adams’ (1787) prophetic remarks: “The institutions nowmade in America will not wholly wear out for
thousands of years. It is of the last importance, then, that they should begin right. If they set out wrong, they will never be
able to return, unless it be by accident, to the right path”, (p. 298).

18Hanson (2020).

17Hanson (2021d).

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0162243915579283
https://www.overcomingbias.com/p/this-is-the-dream-timehtml
https://oll.libertyfund.org/title/adams-the-works-of-john-adams-vol-4
https://www.overcomingbias.com/p/the-world-forager-elitehtml
https://www.overcomingbias.com/p/on-evolved-valueshtml
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Why humanity nevertheless might choose its future
Despite all of the above, technological change might make it possible for humanity to choose its future. The
technology to create a world government capable of solving global coordination problems simply did not exist
for most of human history, which arguably limits the relevance of extrapolating from the fact that humanity did
not choose much of its past to the prediction that humanity will not choose its future.22 In the previous section,
I discussed a few hypothetical technological changes that might enable an evolutionary future. Arti�cial general
intelligence (AGI) and biotechnology are two technologies that may enable us to avoid an evolutionary future.

De�nitions of AGI vary, but I de�ne it as a level of AI technology that is capable of performing almost
all human labor more cheaply or more e�ectively than humans themselves could.23 If AGI is ever created, it
might be tasked with performing the majority of useful work, making the most important decisions, and
enforcing rules or laws. If AGI systems’ goals do not change over time, it might be possible for a civilization in
which AGIs perform these functions to prevent its own values from changing. This would count as humanity
choosing its future if some group of humans at one point decided what goals to give the AGIs.

There are several reasons why a civilization with AGI might be able to choose its future.24Currently, the
best way of conveying information to the future is writing. Books (digital and paper) can be lost or destroyed,
and in any case there is inevitable loss of information when something is written down. Through digital error
correction and an ability to intelligently respond to physical threats to computers, AGI systems might be able to
preserve highly complex valuational information inde�nitely. One major reason that values change over time in
human societies is that people die and their successors often disagree with them about valuational questions.
AGI systems need not age or die. They have no natural lifespan and it may be possible to duplicate them, just as
other software programs can easily be duplicated. Finally, if AGI systems do drift in their goals, it may be
possible to reset them to an earlier state and undo that drift.

In addition to AGI, there are also a few, hypothetical, highly advanced biotechnologies that might
someday allow humanity to choose its future. Inde�nite life extension might solve succession problems. If it at
some point becomes possible for individual human beings to avoid aging and deaths of old age, then it would be
possible for leaders to continue inde�nitely in positions of authority. It would therefore be possible to avoid the
change in values that comes with cohort replacement.25 And advanced lie detection, if it is possible, might
promote future coordination.

Summing up
Based on the above, whether humanity will choose its future seems to be an open question. In the next three
sections, I will discuss the path to an evolutionary future and various factors that make those preconditions
more or less likely.

25MacAskill (2022).

24 Finnveden et al. (2022).

23Grace et al. (2017) use an equivalent de�nition, but for the term “high level machine intelligence” rather than “arti�cial
general intelligence.”

22 Bostrom (2005).

https://www.google.co.uk/books/edition/What_We_Owe_The_Future/luNmEAAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=0
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mkLFhxixWdT5peJHq4rfFzq4QbHyfZtANH1nou68q88/edit#
https://arxiv.org/abs/1705.08807
https://nickbostrom.com/fut/singleton
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World government
A world government is the most obvious way that an evolutionary future could be avoided.26 Perhaps the most
commonly used de�nition of a government in the social sciences is MaxWeber’s. Weber wrote that: “the state is
the form of human community that (successfully) lays claim to the monopoly of legitimate physical violence
within a particular territory.”27 This de�nition has to be modi�ed: a world state would not be limited to a
particular territory.28 But the key point, for present purposes, is that a world government would be able to use its
monopoly on force to prevent the world from being driven along a competitive track by restricting behaviors
that would otherwise be competitively advantageous but which have undesired long-run e�ects.29The selection
pressures shaping a world under a single government at least have the possibility of being chosen.

When trying to predict the future, it is often useful to look at both background trends and speci�c
mechanisms. In this section, I �rst brie�y discuss two long-run trends relevant to predicting whether a world
government will come about; I then turn to two mechanisms by which a world government might arise.

Trends
One relevant trend is that human history and the evolutionary history of life both seem to show development in
the direction of the top level of organization growing higher over time. At the beginning of the history of life,
the most complex organisms were single-celled. Single-celled organisms were followed as the most complex
organisms by simple multicellular organisms that were internally undi�erentiated (sponges), then multicellular
organisms with structural and functional internal di�erentiation (nematodes, sea stars, trees), and then
organisms with social behavior (schools of �sh, ant colonies, wolf packs).30 In human history, hunter-gatherer
bands held together by biological relatedness were succeeded by small-scale agricultural societies (such as the
neolithic cities of the near east), then much larger agricultural civilizations with an advanced division of labor
(such as Ancient Rome or Ancient China), and, in the modern era, by a complex global civilization with an
interdependent world economy dominated by one or a few superpowers.31 Thus, it may be reasonable to think
that by extrapolating further, we can predict a world government in the future–a world system with the highest
possible top level of organization.

However, a simpler observation about human history and the history of life is that there has never been
a single state that ruled the whole world or an organism that included all of life within itself.32 All
history–human and pre-human–is the history of many competing entities. And even if a world government
were to arise, there is no guarantee that it would last long enough to prevent the vast bulk of the future from
being shaped by unguided evolution. A world government that lasted for a million years before dissolving into

32At least, there has not been such an organism since the very beginning of the history of life.

31Wright (1999).

30Maynard Smith & Szathmáry (1995).

29Alternatively, a world state might compel behaviors that would otherwise be competitively disadvantageous but that have
bene�cial long-run consequences.

28 For present purposes, the “world” may include places in outer space, if those places are controlled by humans (or some
sort of successor to humans). I chose the term “world” over the term “global” because really what is meant is a government
encompassing all of human civilization, not a government that rules over the globe in a more literal sense.

27Weber (1919), p. 33.

26The existence of a world government would not necessarily prevent an evolutionary future, but it would at least make it
possible to avoid one; see note 5 above.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nonzero:_The_Logic_of_Human_Destiny
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Major_Transitions_in_Evolution
http://google.co.uk/books/edition/The_Vocation_Lectures/AHpXbQ6KFDgC?hl=en&gbpv=0
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competing successor states would have ruled for only a tiny fraction of the time remaining before the earth will
cease to support life.

Mechanisms

Voluntary formation of a world government
A world government might be brought about through a mostly voluntary process, in which elites in various
countries cede power to global governance organizations (gradually or all at once).33This process might develop
out of existing global governance institutions or it might arise from some currently unanticipated source. Recent
history (since the end of the Cold War) has arguably been characterized by increasing convergence between
countries, through a combination of o�cial multilateral institutions, uno�cial activist networks, and informal
centralization of policy discussion. Consider the similarity of regulations on human cloning in diverse
jurisdictions. Robin Hanson has argued that the merging of separate national elites into a single, coordinated
global elite might, over time, turn into a kind of world government.34

As of now, global governance institutions generally lack coercive authority; they are not really able to
use force against states that defy them. They must rely on various weaker carrots and sticks such as access to
markets or aid. One important example is the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). The IAEA helps
countries access civilian nuclear power; it withholds aid from countries that it determines are attempting to
build nuclear weapons in violation of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty.35 If global governance organizations
ever move beyond weak carrots and sticks and are able to directly enforce their decisions, they will have become a
world government.

Alternatively, a world government might develop from a currently unanticipated source. Many people,
now and in the past, have found the idea of world government attractive. Some medieval Christians, early
Muslims, and twentieth century Marxist-Leninists hoped to unite the world under a single state based on their
beliefs.36 New religions or ideologies may arise in the future and try with more success to implement global
governance. Imagine being alive in 600 AD and considering whether any one state would come to control the
whole of the Middle East and North Africa. It might have been tempting to approach this as a question about
whether existing states could expand over that area (the relevant ones would have been the Sassanian Persians
and the Byzantine Empire). That approach would have missed the Rise of Islam. We should be wary of a similar
neglect of unanticipated ideological forces.

World conquest
A world government could also be created involuntarily, i.e. through world conquest.37 In this section, I discuss
two processes that might enable world conquest: uneven growth acceleration, which could make one country

37 In practice, a world government is probably more likely to come about through a combination of voluntary and
involuntary means than by either means exclusively, but it is useful to separate them as ideal types.

36 Burnham (1943); Aligheri (1559); Ansary (2009); Kelsen (1948).

35Koppell (2010); Sta�ord & Trager (2022).

34Hanson (2020, 2021b).

33 It is much easier to imagine a world government voluntarily coming to include nearly all countries than 100% of
countries. In practice, voluntary and violent processes may both be included in the formation of a world government.

https://ia800203.us.archive.org/25/items/BurnhamJamesTheMachiavellians/Burnham%2C%20James%20-%20The%20Machiavellians.pdf
https://oll.libertyfund.org/title/reinhardt-de-monarchia
https://www.google.co.uk/books/edition/Destiny_Disrupted/gAE5DgAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=1&printsec=frontcover
https://www.google.co.uk/books/edition/The_Political_Theory_of_Bolshevism/ng0YjqJ1TSMC?hl=en&gbpv=0
https://www.google.co.uk/books/edition/World_Rule/p-vgZ0W4YRkC?hl=en&gbpv=0
https://www.governance.ai/research-paper/knowledge-sharing-to-prevent-dangerous-technology-races
https://www.overcomingbias.com/p/the-world-forager-elitehtml
https://www.overcomingbias.com/p/the-coming-world-ruling-classhtml
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more powerful than all others, and changes in the o�ense-defense balance, which might allow conquest without
radical changes in relative wealth.

Uneven growth acceleration

The singularity thesis

The idea that growth will radically accelerate in the relatively near future has recently been explored both by
futurist writers and by some mainstream growth economists. The futurist version of the argument runs as
follows. Human beings are not really able to directly improve their intelligence; they can learn new information,
concepts, and skills but they cannot deliberately redesign their brains. However, this constraint would not apply
to AGI. An AGI would be able to redesign itself with, at �rst, human level AI engineering ability. Soon, it would
achieve superhuman AI engineering ability. As it improved itself, the rate of improvement would increase (or so
the argument goes).38 The AGI would only stop improving itself when its investments in augmenting its own
intelligence started to return diminished improvement.

Growth economists are generally much more reluctant than futurists to predict that a singularity is near
or likely. Still, a singularity is one possible outcome of the progress of automation given some conventional
models of economic growth. Automation since the industrial revolution has not made labor worthless because
automation has historically created new applications of labor and increases the relative value of tasks whose
productivity does not increase.39 However, if full automation is ever achieved, growth may be proportional only
to investment, and further growth might make more investment possible. This could potentially trigger a
massive increase in growth rates–which might last until fundamental limits on growth are reached. If there were
a singularity, that might allow one country to get such a large advantage over all of the others that it would be
able to conquer the world.40 On the other hand, multiple entities or nations might undergo singularities
simultaneously or in quick succession, preventing any one of them from gaining an overwhelming advantage.

Moderate growth acceleration

Year on year economic growth rates have changed radically across human history.41 They were much lower
during the agricultural period than during the industrial period. It therefore seems imprudent to rule out the
possibility that, in the future, there may be another transition to a faster growth mode (which nevertheless is
slower than a growth singularity). A variety of technologies might be associated with this transition, just as the
steam engine signaled the shift from agricultural era growth rates to industrial era growth rates.42

Moderate growth acceleration also might be enough to enable one country to conquer the world. The
industrial revolution began in Britain, and took Britain from about 1% of world GDP to about 15% of world
GDP and from political marginality to a leading diplomatic and military position. A similar acceleration in the
future might move some nation from about 15% of world GDP (roughly the position of China or the United

42Hanson (2000).

41 See Pritchett (1997) for clear evidence that pre-modern growth rates must have been much slower than modern ones,
despite the low quality of pre-modern economic data (this interpretation of the signi�cance of Pritchett is due to Ben
Jones’s commentary on TomDavidson’s work on the possibility of future growth acceleration).

40 It is possible that the entity empowered to take over the world would not be a government but rather an AI system acting
against the wishes of its human creators, see Bostrom (2014).

39Aghion et al. (2019); Nordhaus (2021); Trammell & Korinek (2020).

38 Yudkowsky (2013); Bostrom (2014).

https://mason.gmu.edu/~rhanson/longgrow.pdf
https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/jep.11.3.3
https://www.google.co.uk/books/edition/Superintelligence/7_H8AwAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=0
https://www.nber.org/system/files/chapters/c14015/c14015.pdf
https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/mac.20170105
https://globalprioritiesinstitute.org/philip-trammell-and-anton-korinek-economic-growth-under-transformative-ai/
https://intelligence.org/files/IEM.pdf
https://global.oup.com/academic/product/superintelligence-9780198739838?cc=gb&lang=en&
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States today) to, say, 95%.43 However, like a singularity, it is also possible that moderate growth acceleration
could occur close to simultaneously in many countries and not fundamentally change the balance of power.

Stagnation

Economic stagnation, or something very close to it, has been the norm in human history. The past few centuries
of consistent growth have been an aberration.44 If some countries were to undergo prolonged economic
stagnation (perhaps due to the “middle income trap”45) while their rivals continued to grow at rates typical of
modern economies, that could enable world conquest by the still-growing coalition in much the same way as
concentrated growth acceleration.

Non-economic strategic change

It is unclear what level of economic disparity is necessary for world conquest. For example, a coalition with only
5% of gross world product (GWP) might be able to exert signi�cant leverage over a coalition with 95% if it has
nuclear weapons. North Korea today has about 1/20th of South Korea’s GDP, but it is far more than 1/20th as
politically in�uential because it has nuclear weapons and the ability to unleash a massive artillery barrage on
Seoul.46 The more future technology favors defense over o�ense, the more rapid an uneven growth acceleration
would have to be to give one actor the ability to overwhelm the others.47

Conversely, future technologies may be so o�ensive-advantaged that no large change in relative wealth is
necessary to conquer the world. One simple example may be if it suddenly became easy to block nuclear missiles.
If one nuclear power had this technology and the rest of the world did not, that power might be able to use
nuclear weapons to conquer the world. If all countries had the ability to block nuclear weapons, then a country
with an advantage in conventional weaponry might be able to conquer the world.

Strong multilateral coordination
In the previous section, a world government was de�ned as an entity with a monopoly on the legitimate use of
force throughout the entire world. One can think of the task of preventing an evolutionary future as a collective
action problem which might be solved by a world government. Collective action problems arise when the
bene�t from an action exclusively accrues to one individual, but at least some of the costs are borne by a group.48

Sel�sh individuals will engage in the action more than would be socially optimal because the cost to them is
smaller than the total cost. Perhaps the most in�uential paper in the literature on collective action problems is
Garret Hardin’s “The Tragedy of the Commons.” Hardin assumed that the only possible solution to the
putative tragedy is state action, either through direct state management or privatization and the enforcement of
property rights.49

49Hardin (1968).

48This is in the case of public bads. In the case of public goods, all the costs accrue to an individual but some of the bene�ts
are shared by the group; Olson (1965).

47 Lynn-Jones (1995).

46This idea is due to Ben Gar�nkel.

45 Eichengreen et al. (2011).

44Clark (2007).

43 I �rst heard this point made by Carl Shulman.

https://www.hendrix.edu/uploadedFiles/Admission/GarrettHardinArticle.pdf
https://www.google.co.uk/books/edition/THE_LOGIC_OF_COLLECTIVE_ACTION/jv8wTarzmsQC?hl=en&gbpv=0
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/09636419509347600?journalCode=fsst20
https://www.nber.org/papers/w16919
https://www.google.co.uk/books/edition/A_Farewell_to_Alms/i-PLg2PsNd4C?hl=en&gbpv=0
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But, as Elinor Ostrom showed, these two solutions do not exhaust the possibilities. Collective action
problems are often solved through decentralized coordination. It thus may be possible for multilateral
coordination to prevent an evolutionary future without a world government.50 One example of strong
multilateral coordination is the �shing community of Alanya, Turkey. In the 1970s, Alanya developed a
decentralized way of sustainably managing common resources and settling disputes. To prevent over�shing, the
�shers of Alanya agreed to limit the number of �shing licenses distributed. The �shing area was divided into
numbered locations, spaced so that they did not interfere with each other. Then, each licensed �sher drew lots
and was assigned a location. The �shers moved one spot over each day, rotating through the entire set of spots
over the course of a year. This system relied on the �shers themselves for monitoring and enforcement–no
outside power was required.51 Similarly, successful coordination sometimes happens in the anarchic
international system. Consider the successful global campaign to limit the use of CFCs because of their e�ects
on the ozone layer.52 Finally, and particularly relevant for present purposes, technology can facilitate
decentralized coordination schemes. The internet, through such schemes as border gateway protocol routing,
coordinates many actors even though it lacks any central authority capable of compelling obedience by force.53

Future technology may enable greater coordination with unshared
preferences
Obstacles to coordination tend to be most serious when actors do not share preferences. Coordination failure
between actors with dissimilar preferences can be caused both by irrationality and by structural impediments to
bargaining for rational agents. Because these impediments to coordination are distinct, I will discuss the
implications of each separately.

Changes to rationality
Many failures of coordination are caused by an inability to correctly interpret bargaining relevant information.
World War I may not have happened if the leaders of Germany, Russia, and Austria had understood that they
were starting a total war rather than a limited war such as the Franco-Prussian War or the Crimean War. In
addition to issues of bounded rationality, bargaining itself can be costly and di�cult. Outright irrationality also
plays a role in bargaining failure. Wars, famously, can be caused by hotheadedness.

The ability to determine the likely consequences of one’s actions, engage in highly complex
negotiations, and control one’s emotions are all, in principle, subject to technological improvement. For
example, if leaders can delegate some aspects of negotiations to AI assistants, that might mitigate some of these

53 Feigenbaum et al. (2007).

52Gonzalez et al. (2015).

51 Farmers in Switzerland and Japan use non-state mechanisms for avoiding the overuse of common land that have lasted for
centuries. Farmers in Spain and the Philippines used decentralized coordination to share scarce water; Ostrom (1990)
(compare Ellickson (1994) and Scott (1999)).

50The boundary between world government and strong multilateral coordination may be fuzzy. For instance, Weber (1919)
held that “all other organizations or individuals can assert the right to use physical violence only insofar as the state permits
them to do so” (p. 33, emphasis added). It is not clear to me whether the United States of America was one or many states
according toWeber’s de�nition between 1781-1789, when the Articles of Confederation were in e�ect. If a similar (but
worldwide) confederation exists in the future, it is therefore not clear whether it should be seen as a world government or as
a case of strong multilateral coordination.

https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~sandholm/cs15-892F13/algorithmic-game-theory.pdf
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s13412-014-0208-6
https://www.google.co.uk/books/edition/Governing_the_Commons/daKNCgAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=0
https://www.hup.harvard.edu/catalog.php?isbn=9780674641693
https://yalebooks.yale.edu/book/9780300078152/seeing-like-a-state/
http://google.co.uk/books/edition/The_Vocation_Lectures/AHpXbQ6KFDgC?hl=en&gbpv=0
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problems. Therefore, given that the ability to bargain is generally advantageous, and that technology opens up a
wide variety of new possibilities, we should (at least weakly) expect that rationality in bargaining will improve in
the future.

Changes to obstacles to coordination for rational agents
Not all coordination failures among actors with disparate preferences are failures of rationality. In particular, a
mutually bene�cial bargain might not be reached if the parties do not have the same information about the
strength of their relative positions.54 Without shared information, it may not be possible to �nd an alternative
that all parties prefer to the breakdown of negotiations.55

A second major reason that rational agents may fail to reach mutually bene�cial agreements is a
commitment problem. A commitment problem arises when there is no way for the parties to ensure each other's
compliance with an agreement. This problem is solved in business with contracts enforced by national
governments. However, it signi�cantly contributes to interstate war because there is currently no way to extract
binding commitments from sovereign states.56

Asymmetric information

In the absence of asymmetric information, lingering uncertainty about the strength of the parties’ bargaining
positions need not prevent bargaining. To see why, consider the example of two states that might go to war. War
is usually the result of a bargaining failure. Fighting a war brings death and destruction that might have been
avoided if the sides could decide beforehand who would win and allowed that side to extract concessions
without �ghting. If both states shared all relevant information, they should (if they are rational) be able to agree
on the probability that each side would win. They then might be able to compromise, emphasizing the predicted
winning side’s interests proportionally to the probability that it would win.57

One reason that asymmetric information issues currently persist is because it is hard to release all
bargaining-relevant information without giving opponents an advantage.58 For example, it might be hard for the
U.S. to prove it has nuclear second strike capacity without potentially compromising second strike capacity. This
problem might be amenable to some technological solution. In the future, it could conceivably become possible
to use zero-knowledge proofs or privacy-preserving machine learning to release all–and only–bargaining relevant
information.59

Some forms of information, such as a leader’s level of resolve in a stando�, cannot be released because
they are inherently hard to transmit given human biology and absence of reliable lie-detection technology.60

However, if reliable lie detectors are someday invented, it may become much easier for leaders to demonstrate

60Current lie detection techniques are apparently not very reliable; Iacono & Ben-Shahar (2019).

59Garinkel (2020, 2021, 2022); Trask et al. (2020)

58 Fearon (1995); Gar�nkel (2022)

57 States could also use weighted randomization for issues that are inherently indivisible (Fearon uses the example of a
con�ict over who will sit on the throne of Spain).

56 Ibid.

55 Fearon (1995).

54 In this section I draw heavily on Fearon (1995); as Taylor & Singleton (1992) and Blattman (2022) observe, the literature
on the transaction costs of coordination can be seen as an extension of the argument of Coase (1960). Coase held that, in
the absence of transaction costs, rational actors should always be able to �nd e�cient bargains. When e�cient bargains are
manifestly not being found (e.g., if there is a war), the Coase Theorem focuses our attention on transaction costs.

https://psycnet.apa.org/doiLanding?doi=10.1037%2Flhb0000307
https://benmgarfinkel.blog/2020/03/09/privacy-optimism-2/
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/614b70a71b9f71c9c240c7a7/617938781d1308004d007e2d_Garfinkel_Tour_Of_Emerging_Cryptographic_Technologies.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.08347
https://www.jstor.org/stable/724810
https://web.stanford.edu/group/fearon-research/cgi-bin/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Rationalist-Explanations-for-War.pdf
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2706903
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0951692892004003004
https://www.google.co.uk/books/edition/Why_We_Fight/4FA3EAAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=0
https://www.jstor.org/stable/724810
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their resolve. An even more speculative possibility is that arti�cial entities whose capabilities and intentions are
more transparent than those of human beings may be making the decisions in the future, and it may be easier for
them to bargain because they can share more information about their mental states.61

Other things being equal, one might expect future actors to pay signi�cant costs to develop and
implement technologies that reduce information asymmetries for the purpose of aiding collective action. People
today are willing to behave in costly ways to make it easier for others to work with them. For example, they go
out of their way to maintain good reputations or achieve institutional transparency. But it is, to say the least,
unclear what the balance between transparency and obfuscation will turn out to be in the long run. Extreme
con�dence on this score seems quite inappropriate: technology might enable more e�ective deception, rendering
bargaining-relevant claims untrustworthy.

Commitment problems

Commitment problems arise when it is di�cult or impossible to credibly bind one’s future self to follow an
agreement. Consider, again, war as a paradigmatic example of bargaining failure. Even if the two sides could
agree on the probability that each of them would win, commitment problems create an additional hurdle to
bargaining. Suppose that two countries agree that the chance that the �rst country would win a war is 60%. It
will still be hard to come to an agreement if they have no way of being sure that the favored country will not
make fresh demands as soon as it is strengthened by control of 60% of the disputed resources.

There are some institutional and technological changes that might reduce the signi�cance of
commitment problems in the future. Jon Hovi and collaborators have argued that environmental treaties should
require that signing countries place large sums of money in escrow as security for their compliance rather than
relying on countries to voluntarily pay penalties for violating agreements after the fact.62This mechanism could
be generalized to all manner of commitment problems–peace treaties, for instance, are no less amenable in
principle to being secured with escrowed funds than environmental treaties.

Furthermore, certain technologies might strengthen the ability to make credible commitments.
Decentralized cryptographic escrow services already exist; as of now, they are typically used for ransomware and
other criminal activities that are not allowed by legitimate �nancial institutions. In the future, they might
become robust enough for use as an aid to bargaining under international anarchy.63 Another speculative
possibility is that future agents bargaining with each other might collaboratively build “treaty bots”: robots
designed to autonomously enforce agreements and thereby to allow their makers to more credibly bind
themselves.64 This idea depends on it being possible for adversaries to work together on engineering projects and
trust that the other party won’t be able to subvert the ostensibly shared goals of the project. This is not
necessarily a safe assumption, as an example from nuclear arms control e�orts shows:

The annual Underhanded C Contest challenges participants to write a program in the C
computer programming language that appears [to expert judges who read the code] to be
benign and straight-forward, but that contains malicious code. In the 2015 contest,
Underhanded C partnered with the Nuclear Threat Initiative to develop a nuclear
disarmament scenario, in which two state parties have agreed to an inspection regime in which
measurements of objects representing nuclear weapons would be compared to a reference

64 Bostrom& Shulman (2020).

63Gar�nkel (2021).

62Hovi et al. (2012).

61Vidal Bustamante et al. (2022); Hanson (2016).

https://nickbostrom.com/propositions.pdf
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/614b70a71b9f71c9c240c7a7/617938781d1308004d007e2d_Garfinkel_Tour_Of_Emerging_Cryptographic_Technologies.pdf
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/14693062.2012.692206
https://sciencepolicyreview.org/2022/07/mitspr-191618003010/
https://www.google.co.uk/books/edition/The_Age_of_Em/zIkSDAAAQBAJ?hl=en&gbpv=0
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measurement of a trusted object. An information barrier would be implemented to distill the
results from a potentially sensitive measurement to a simple “yes” if the measured object was
su�ciently similar to be deemed a nuclear weapon; otherwise “no”. Contestants were asked to
design a code that would make it appear that the detectors and were performing as expected
during testing, but would then proceed to con�rm as “yes” objects that were not su�ciently
similar, so that the inspected party would could get credit for dismantling objects that were not
actually nuclear weapons (thus allowing them to maintain larger nuclear weapons reserves than
the other treaty party). The winner of the contest developed a program that would change the
number of bytes being analyzed in a veri�cation scenario, allowing an object with a very small
amount of �ssile material to trigger a false positive result.65

One somewhat common view among futurist writers is that, relatively soon, extremely powerful AGI
systems will be created that will have a much easier time coordinating with each other than we do today. The
argument here runs that AGIs should be able to modify themselves to credibly commit to taking particular
actions such as rewarding those who help them and punishing those who harm them. Further, it is often
thought that AGIs will be able to share their code to prove that they will follow through on any commitments
they have made.66

Someone who is con�dent that AGIs will be able to coordinate near-perfectly might reasonably think
that an evolutionary future is very unlikely. However, I do not think the evidence marshaled in favor of AGI
coordination maximalist view thus far is fully convincing. If the relevant AI systems resemble vastly scaled up
versions of contemporary machine learning systems, their “code” may not be much more transparent to them or
modi�able at will than our brains are to us.67 Aside from speci�c concerns about neural networks, it just seems
premature to be extremely con�dent that future technology will strongly favor transparency over deception.

Future preference convergence may make coordination easier
Other things being equal, if di�erent people’s preferences become more similar then collective action problems
will be easier to solve.68 If a group shares a common goal (i.e. if for each member private bene�t = public bene�t)
there can be no collective action problem in the strict sense.69

69This is why Olson (1965) for the most part set aside “philanthropic and religious organizations” (p. 6). See the treatment
of related themes in Cohen (2008): “Liberally minded economists take for granted that economic agents are self-seeking [...]
and then they want people as political agents to act against the grain of their self-interest: pile up your earthly goods on the

68There could still be coordination problems in a looser sense, such as problems with sharing information or overseeing
group work, regardless of whether preferences are shared or not. In principle, such problems might be serious enough to
create an uncoordinated future.

67 It is also possible that learned architectures would be most e�cient but that dominant systems in the future will redesign
themselves to be more transparent and self-modi�able in order to aid coordination.

66 Yudkowsky (2022): “any system of su�ciently intelligent agents can probably behave as a single agent, even if you
imagine you're playing them against each other.” The idea that su�ciently advanced AIs will have an extremely easy time
coordinating with each other is sometimes associated with functional decision theory (Yudkowsky & Soares 2017).
However, whichever decision theory you accept, it’s possible to see why transparent code and the ability to self-modify to
lock-in commitments might enhance coordination.

65Gastelum (2020), p. 175. Lennart Heim points out that the winning strategy (Åkesson 2016a, 2016b) may not have
worked in a formally veri�able programming language–but also that formal veri�ability does not remove the possibility of
errors of interpretation of co-written software programs enabling deceptive behavior.

https://www.google.co.uk/books/edition/THE_LOGIC_OF_COLLECTIVE_ACTION/jv8wTarzmsQC?hl=en&gbpv=0
https://www.google.co.uk/books/edition/Rescuing_Justice_and_Equality/YH6o-25BkAUC?hl=en&gbpv=0
https://www.lesswrong.com/posts/uMQ3cqWDPHhjtiesc/agi-ruin-a-list-of-lethalities
https://arxiv.org/abs/1710.05060
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-030-29537-0_12
https://www.linusakesson.net/programming/underhanded/2015-intro.pdf
https://www.linusakesson.net/programming/underhanded/2015-spoilers.pdf
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It is therefore highly relevant to the future prospects of strong multilateral coordination whether
preferences will become more shared or will remain various. In this subsection I will consider the strengths and
weaknesses of two arguments that there will be less diversity of preferences in the future than there is today.
First, if the future has much more per capita wealth than the present, con�ict over scarce resources for
consumption might become less common. Second, non-sel�sh moral, political, or religious preferences may
eventually become much more widely shared than they are now because people converge to the (in some sense)
right answers on those questions.

Con�ict between sel�sh preferences may become less signi�cant
Generally speaking, people are thought to have sharply diminishing marginal utility in wealth–often,
sublogarithmic utility. Per capita wealth might radically expand in the future due to a sudden increase in growth
rates or a long continuation of present growth rates. If utility is logarithmic or sublogarithmic in wealth and
refusing to bargain carries substantial risk, then greater per capita wealth will make a wider array of potential
bargains acceptable.70As Ben Gar�nkel writes:

Prosperity has two opposing e�ects on con�ict that do not entirely balance out. First,
prosperity increases the potential spoils of con�ict: the wealthier your neighbor is, the more
you could win by robbing or extorting him. Second, prosperity makes people more satis�ed
with what they have: the wealthier you are, the less you value each additional dollar you could
take from your neighbor. The relative strengths of these e�ects depend on just how quickly
people become satiated. The paper uses empirical evidence to argue that people become
satiated quickly enough for con�ict to lose appeal.71

This argument that coordination will improve in the future depends crucially on the function mapping wealth
to utility for decision-makers. However, the logarithmic or sublogarithmic character of that function is a
contingent fact about modern human psychology. As such, it may change in the future. If it does change, then
there is no reason to expect that greater per capita wealth will improve coordination.

Non-sel�sh preferences may converge
In addition to the above argument that con�ict between sel�sh preferences may become less signi�cant in the
future, there are a few arguments that suggest non-sel�sh preferences may also converge in the future. To
understand the relationship between shared preferences, unshared preferences, and collective action, consider
the following example. Imagine a socialist who wants to bene�t the public by distributing socialist literature and
thereby spreading socialist ideas. Imagine, also, a conservative who wants to distribute conservative literature for
similar reasons. These two will not work together to distribute political literature because they have
incompatible preferences about the kind of political education that should be supported. If there are economies
of scale in the distribution of political literature (which is plausible), then less total political literature will be
distributed than if they were to work together. A society with two socialists or two conservatives would have a

71Gar�nkel (2023), p. 3.

70Drexler (2018); Aschenbrenner (2020).

mundane plane of civil society but be a saint in the heaven of politics. One way out of the apparent contradiction is to
generalizeHomo economicus: hence the work of theorists like James Buchanan and David Gauthier. I am engaged in an
exploration of the reverse generalization” (p. 2).

https://www.effectivealtruism.org/articles/ea-global-2018-paretotopian-goal-alignment
https://globalprioritiesinstitute.org/leopold-aschenbrenner-existential-risk-and-growth/
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greater degree of total political education, and the preferences of the two socialists or the two conservatives
would be better ful�lled.

I will discuss three related but independent arguments for the view that non-sel�sh preferences will
become more widely shared in the future than they are today. These are: (1) disagreements may be more
empirical than evaluative, (2) realist moral convergence, and (3) subjectivist moral convergence.

Disagreements may be more empirical than evaluative

In the case of the socialist and conservative discussed above, it may be that much of their disagreement about
public policy is ultimately caused by di�erent ideas about how best to solve social and economic problems.72 If
this is the case, then they might come to agree if more reliable information about the social sciences becomes
available. And it may be reasonable to expect that, with more time for study and more powerful research tools,
more reliable information will indeed become available. If apparent evaluative disagreements are in fact largely
empirical disagreements, and if more reliable empirical information becomes available in the future, impartial
preferences may converge and reduce the signi�cance of coordination problems.

Realist moral convergence

It may also be that the most important di�erences in apparent values are not caused by di�ering empirical
beliefs. However, even if this is true, non-sel�sh preferences may still converge. If there are mind independent
normative facts, accessible to rational investigation, then moral preferences in the future might converge on an
accurate view of the good. It seems reasonable to expect that future people will have a very accurate
understanding of physics. If it turns out that normativity is a proper subject of objective science–like
physics–then it may also be reasonable to expect them to have a good understanding of normativity, and
therefore to converge in their evaluations. If this “realist moral convergence” thesis is correct, preferences in the
future may become more widely shared, which would mitigate coordination problems.

Subjectivist moral convergence

Convergence of non-sel�sh preferences may be possible even if apparent values di�erences are not reducible to
empirical disagreements and there are no mind-independent normative facts. This is because it may be that if
you properly idealize human subjective moral preferences you will get universally or close to universally shared
results. If the relevant actors all perform the same idealization procedure on their values and end up with the
same result, then unsel�sh preferences would become shared.73

To be sure, if metaethical subjectivism is correct, then that would seem to reduce the likelihood of
future moral convergence relative to what it would be if metaethical realism is correct. If subjectivism is correct,
it might be that there is no one correct idealization procedure, just a variety of di�erent procedures that reach
di�erent results. It also might be that di�erent people’s initial values would yield di�erent results even given the
same idealization procedure. However, it remains possible that, even assuming that metaethical subjectivism is
correct, values could converge in the future and thereby enable a greater degree of coordination.

73 See Oesterheld (2017) for an even more exotic argument that preferences may converge in the limit of re�ection.

72 Berelson (1952).

https://longtermrisk.org/files/Multiverse-wide-Cooperation-via-Correlated-Decision-Making.pdf
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2745778
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Strong defensive advantage
If defense is stably and strongly advantaged over o�ense, then an evolutionary future might be avoided. A
su�ciently strong defensive advantage removes the element of collective action from the problem of preventing
an evolutionary future. If it is possible to ignore one’s competitors without ceding the opportunity to determine
what will happen in the future, competitive pressures may not shape the world.

There may be historical precedent for a strong defensive advantage allowing desired but
disadvantageous practices to continue. Agricultural civilizations gradually displaced hunter-gatherers from
arable land on major continents. However, prior to the early modern period, some hunter-gatherers on remote
islands could not have faced competition from agriculturalists because ocean navigation was not yet advanced
enough for agriculturalists to reach those islands. The Andamanese in the Indian Ocean (some of whom still
persist in a paleolithic way of life today) might be an example of this phenomenon.74 Before they could be
reached by ship, there was in e�ect a strong defensive advantage that allowed the most isolated hunter-gatherers
to maintain their way of life.

It may be that, in the very long run, conditions will again emerge that create a strong defensive
advantage for groups intending to pursue a competitively disadvantageous form of life. Groups seeking to
implement values that would otherwise be outcompeted might strategically perform well in competition in the
short run, but turn to instantiating their values once they were safe from adversaries.75 Once a period of
defense-dominance began, they would be in a similarly secure position to pre-modern hunter-gatherers on
remote islands. A potential route to future defense dominance that has attracted the attention of a few futurists
is that the geometry or physics of outer space may inherently advantage defense over o�ense. One reason this
could be is that, in tens of billions of years, the expansion of the universe will causally isolate galaxy groups from
each other.76

It is unclear whether the ultimate balance of technology favors defense over o�ense. Even if it does, for a
defensive-advantage to remove the need for coordination people might have to be willing to forgo present
consumption for bene�ts far in the future. That is also uncertain.

76Ord (2021).

75The �rst argument of this kind that I am aware of was made by Shulman (2012) and elaborated by Christiano (2013). For
a more skeptical perspective on this idea, see Tomasik (2013).

74Das &Mukherjee (2021).

https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.01191
http://reflectivedisequilibrium.blogspot.com/2012/09/spreading-happiness-to-stars-seems.html
https://rationalaltruist.com/2013/02/27/why-will-they-be-happy/
https://reducing-suffering.org/the-future-of-darwinism/#Will_altruism_be_selected_for_or_against
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-981-16-3424-6_3
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A lower bound on the probability of an evolutionary future

Recall the chart from the introduction:

Thus far the chart has been used in a deductive manner. If there is no world government, and there is no strong
multilateral coordination, and no strong defensive advantage, it will not be possible to avoid an evolutionary
future. Deductive reasoning can be transformed into probabilistic reasoning by adding subjective probabilities
to each step. So, assuming one is willing to assign subjective probabilities to each step, it is possible to calculate a
lower bound on one’s subjective probability that there will be an evolutionary future by multiplying through
one’s subjective probabilities at each successive step.

P (evolutionary future) ≥ P (no world government) · P (no strong multilateral coordination | no world
government) · P (no strong defensive advantage | no world government or strong multilateral coordination)77

77 If there is a signi�cant chance that humanity will go extinct or uncontrolled AIs will seize power before an evolutionary
future can take place, then the overall probability of an evolutionary future should be adjusted downwards. Here is how
that can be done:

P (evolutionary future, unconditional) = P (evolutionary future, conditional) · (1-P (extinction))
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Normative implications

The existential risk framework and value erosion
Nick Bostrom, in initiating the modern existential risk literature, de�ned an existential risk as “one where an
adverse outcome would either annihilate Earth-originating intelligent life or permanently and drastically curtail
its potential.”78 Allan Dafoe coined the term “value erosion” to refer to the potential existential risk posed by an
evolutionary future. For an evolutionary future to qualify as an existential risk, it need not reduce the moral
value of the future to zero or lower. It merely must cause the future to fall dramatically short of what would
ideally have been possible.

It seems that there is an incredible range of possibilities in the future. The best imaginable possibility
could easily be many, many times better than the simply good possibilities.79 There may be some relationship
between what is good and what is selectively advantaged; the world today contains many good things while
being in large part the result of evolutionary processes. On the other hand, it seems strange to assume that that
relationship between selective advantage and goodness is a perfect correlation without further normative
argument. Selective �tness and moral desirability are two di�erent properties. If the best possible future is
“drastically” better than a merely good future, and the correlation between selective advantageousness and
goodness is imperfect, it seems that an evolutionary future could be an existential catastrophe.

How good or bad would an evolutionary future be?
Regardless of whether the possibility of an evolutionary future amounts to the “existential risk” of “value
erosion,” it is reasonable to want to know how good or bad an evolutionary future would actually be. Futurist
writers are divided on this point.80 The question of the quality of life in an evolutionary future is highly
important, and may be a good direction for future work.

Stopping value erosion
If value erosion is potentially an existential risk, it is natural to ask what might be done to stop it. I think the
clearest way to think about stopping value erosion is to divide proposed interventions by the step in the
conjunctive �ow chart at which they propose to intervene. One might try to promote world government, enable
strong multilateral coordination, or create a strong future defensive advantage. In the rest of this section, I
discuss some important reasons for caution before taking these steps.

80 See Hanson (2016), and responses from Caplan (2016) and Alexander (2016) for discussion of the quality of life in one
speci�c evolutionary future scenario.

79Most obviously, the ultimate population size of the a�ectable universe could be extremely large. (See Bostrom (2014) for a
highly speculative estimate illustrating the potential scale of future populations.) Given that the maximum possible future
population seems quite high, the range of possible population sizes is also very large–any smaller population size would be
possible as well. Given that there is presumably also a large range of possible levels of quality (not just quantity) of future
life, the range in possible moral value of di�erent futures would appear to be very large.

78 Bostrom (2003).

https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=zIkSDAAAQBAJ
https://www.econlib.org/archives/2016/06/whats_wrong_in.html
https://slatestarcodex.com/2016/05/28/book-review-age-of-em/
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=7_H8AwAAQBAJ
https://nickbostrom.com/astronomical/waste
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Stopping value erosion may be intractable
One formalization of the tractability of a risk or problem is the di�erence between the level of risk if no e�ort is
made and the level of risk if the best reasonably achievable e�ort is made. Thus:

Tractability (value erosion) = P (value erosion) - P (value erosion | an e�ort being made)

Intuitively, it seems like the tractability of reducing value erosion should be low, relative to other, more acute,
risks. If value erosion is more of a concern contingent on the correctness of views that deemphasize the ability of
decision makers to shape history, then we should be skeptical of our own ability to prevent value erosion by
making good decisions.

Trying to stop value erosion may increase other risks
Intuitive strategies for stopping value erosion carry obvious risks. For example, one natural way to stop value
erosion would be to try to increase the probability that a world government is created. However, moving
towards a global government increases the risk of global tyranny.81 Not only would a global totalitarian
government a�ect more people than local totalitarian governments have, it might be much more stable. In “The
Totalitarian Threat”, Bryan Caplan wrote:

The worse-case scenario for human freedom would be a global totalitarian state. Without an
outside world for comparison, totalitarian elites would have no direct evidence that any better
way of life was on the menu. It would no longer be possible to borrow new ideas from the
non-totalitarian world, but it would also no longer be necessary. The global government could
economically and scienti�cally stagnate without falling behind. Indeed, stagnation could easily
increase stability. The rule of thumb “Avoid all change” is easier to correctly apply than the
rule, “Avoid all change that makes the regime less likely to stay in power.”82

Thus we should think very carefully before we try to bring about a world government.83 More generally: we
should be sure that, if we take action to reduce the probability of value erosion, we do not neglect e�ects on
other risks.84

84 Promoting multilateral coordination may be more promising than promoting world government.

83Though there would also of course be long-run bene�ts from a global government—mitigating the risks described in
Bostrom (2019), for example.

82Caplan (2008), p. 509.

81Hanson (2021a, 2021c) points out the related issue of “rot.” Individual organisms age, and physical objects, legal systems,
software systems, and �rms, also seem to display a kind of rot. If there is a world government, the lack of competition may
degrade its performance.

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/1758-5899.12718
https://books.google.co.uk/books?hl=en&lr=&id=sTkfAQAAQBAJ
https://www.overcomingbias.com/2021/10/what-makes-stuff-rot.html
https://www.overcomingbias.com/p/will-world-government-rothtml
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Conclusion
Relative to nearly everyone who has ever lived, most people alive today are wealthy, long-lived, unburdened by
infectious disease, and literate.85 This might seem to suggest that predictions of a Malthusian, evolutionary
future should be ignored. And many Malthusian doomsayers, such as the biologist Paul Ehrlich, have indeed
made egregiously wrong predictions of imminent disaster. It may be reasonable to predict that trends towards a
less Malthusian world that have lasted for hundreds of years will not reverse themselves any time soon. But
predicting that an evolutionary future is reasonably likely is quite di�erent from anticipating an imminent, acute
catastrophe. The example of the rise of agriculture shows that there is no inexorable force that ensures that
future developments are in accord with what people, prior to those changes, would have wanted.

This paper has been a combined discussion of hypothetical future technologies, ideas from social
science theory, and some very high-level historical trends. As such, nearly all of the speci�c material in it is very
speculative. However, the idea that the future may be determined more by competitive pressures than by choice
is not inherently more speculative than the idea that humanity might choose its future. Given my current
understanding of the arguments and the burden of proof, I think it would be a serious mistake to rule out the
possibility of an evolutionary future.

85 Fogel (2004); Roser & Ortiz-Espina (2018); Shaw-Taylor (2020).

https://books.google.co.uk/books/about/The_Escape_from_Hunger_and_Premature_Dea.html?id=qY-1Bto2yNcC&printsec=frontcover&source=kp_read_button&hl=en&newbks=1&newbks_redir=0&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://ourworldindata.org/literacy?fbclid=IwAR06_PeRfWHkM0PcZopFd62LfbQj9COjAz-xqtF7ShAy-U8Jzfkjy85dSIM
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/ehr.13019
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